Post’s finest respond in community

Military, civilian police mission to prevent, protect and serve

By SANDY RIEBELING
Staff writer
sandyr@htimes.com

Military and civilian police are out in force across Redstone Arsenal. Not because Redstone is considered a high crime installation. It’s quite the opposite, according Maj. Art Riley, operations officer in Provost Marshal Office.

“Crime at Redstone is minimal compared to other installations,” Riley said. “We have our fair share of shoplifting at the PX but comparatively, we’re not a high crime area.”

And that’s no accident.
Crime prevention is a priority at Redstone, evidenced by several approaches to law enforcement including a bicycle patrol, improved community relations and maintaining a police presence.

It’s not unusual to see officers in cruisers patrolling roadways and parking lots, but they haven’t forgotten the human factor.

“Sometimes I go over to the PX and do a walk through the store,” Sgt. Richard Charles, military police, said. “Sometimes just being there will prevent shoplifters from taking the chance of getting caught. We’re also able to stop and talk with people and that makes us more approachable which is important for law enforcement.”

Last week while checking proper use of handicap spaces in the Post Exchange.

See Police on page 9

Acquisition demonstration project becomes reality

Personnel system begins March 23

CIVILIAN PERSONNEL ADVISORY CENTER RELEASE

After a year of planning, 326 AMCOM nonbargaining employees will move into a new personnel system March 23. The new system is the DoD Civilian Acquisition Personnel Demonstration Project, otherwise referred to as AcqDemo.

Employees covered by AcqDemo will be supervisors, managers, and confidential employees in the IG Office, Command Group, and some Legal Office employees.

An integrated process team, chaired by Jim Flinn, deputy to the commander, and supported by the Civilian Personnel Advisory Center, AMCOM primary organizational elements, AFGE Local 1858, and the South Central Civilian Personnel Operations Center, began working on developing the implementation plan for conversion in February 2002. Phyllis Conner of Civilian Personnel Advisory Center describes the effort as being very intensive and credits the support and dedication of each IPT representative and the supporting primary organizational elements with making the implementation occur.

We had a lot to do, beginning with each IPT member becoming familiar with AcqDemo so that we could develop an implementation plan that would be in the best interest of the command, as well as employees who would be in AcqDemo,” she said. “Some of our many tasks included educating and training the work force, writing Position Requirements Documents (new job descriptions), establishing a Personnel Policy Board, developing Pay Pool structures, and developing our local policies and procedures. We received excellent support from senior management within AMCOM, DA and DoD representatives.”

“I am excited about the new system and believe we will put it into effect an excellent system that will benefit employees and contribute to the AMCOM mission,” Flinn, executive director of the Personnel Policy Board, said.

Some of the benefits employees in AcqDemo will see include:
• General pay increase – Employees will be guaranteed the General Pay Increase for the first five years of the demonstration project.
• Contribution Rating Increases – Employees will share a pool of CRI dollars guaranteed to be a minimum of at least 2.4 percent of the aggregate salary of the entire pay pool for the first year.

See Project on page 11

Out and about—Sgt. Richard Charles, military police, has friendly chat with Air Force and civil service retiree Eddie Thomas while on patrol near the Post Exchange.
Civilians have benefits, too

I was recently asked the question: “Can DA civilians buy gas at the AAFES-operated gas station on Goss Road?” The short answer is “No, they cannot.” Unless, of course, the DA civilian is also a Reserve component or retired military member, or immediate family of a military member. But a “pure” civilian employee cannot.

You cannot imagine how often this sort of question comes up here. Kenny Barton, our AAFES general manager, and I attribute much of it to folks confusing MWR with AAFES. AAFES has more restrictive patronage rules than does MWR, and the two are completely separate entities. AAFES eligible customers for retail purchasing are military only (active, Reserve components, and retired, plus their immediate families).

MWR eligible patrons include the civilian work force on the Arsenal (commonly referred to as federal government, DA civilians or DoD civilians), their families, retired civilians, and even contractor personnel. Virtually every day we encounter a DoD civilian in the MWR bowling center who says something like “I knew this place was here, and was told it’s great, but always thought I couldn’t use it.” Boy, does that hurt! Or civilian employees who’ve been driving past our beautiful golf course for the past 20 years going to work — thinking all along “that’s the military course, too bad I can’t play golf there.” Ouch. Yes, civilians, you can use MWR activities... all 42 of them here. It’s your benefit, too!

MWR and AAFES are sort of “cousins” in service to America’s Army in that both organizations are Non-Appropriated Fund Instrumentalities of the federal government. AAFES has a two-star general commander, alternating between the Army and Air Force, headquartered in Dallas, Texas. Army MWR’s command is an Army one-star general, and it’s headquartered in Alexandria, Va. Like I said, MWR and AAFES are not the same NAFL. But we are not contractors, or “corporations.” We are instrumentalities of the federal government.

Another possible confusion factor here is that the civilian work force is entitled to use all of the AAFES food service businesses, such as Burger King, the food court at the PX with its Church’s Chicken, Cinnabons, Seattle’s Best coffee, the new American Eateries going into building 4488, etc. However, the concessionaire resale activities at the main PX are off-limits to civilians, and civilians cannot enter the main PX retail store to shop either. Basically, the rule is it must be meant to be consumed “on premises.”

But to maybe make the confusion factor worse, our MWR Fund just recently built and opened a very nice coin-op car wash which is open and available to all of the Arsenal’s work force — military and civilian alike. And we built it right next to the AAFES Shopette and gas station on Goss Road, which is not open to all of Team Redstone — just the military populations. Oh, well!

Dan Ahern
director, Personnel and Community Activities

Out of the mouths of children

As we are on the verge of another conflict, it seems that some in this nation have forgotten what tragedy happened only months ago. As I was visiting my daughter’s school a couple of weeks ago, a teacher showed me a poem written by a seventh-grade student. Obviously he has not forgotten. I hope that you will publish this poem to help others remember one of the reasons why we are heading down this path of possible conflict.

Suzanne Birdsong
RD&E Center

Editor’s note: The following poem, titled “The Day the Eagle Cried,” was written by Drew Cornelison, a seventh-grade student of Teri Mize at Elkton (Tenn.) School.

“The Eagle bowed his head, and the tears began to flow.
Was this the act of evil he had sensed earlier that day?
He began his final flight that morning and as he soared across New York City,
He felt so prideful, and then he thought I’ve got to shake this feeling.
Is it my strength or is it my size as again he wiped his eyes.
Again tears filled his eyes and he said, ‘Why did they pick me?’
For the symbol of this great country known as the land of the free.
It started off to be a normal day as the Eagle scanned the skies,
He thought of all the beauty, and tears came to his eyes.
The Eagle could not imagine that tragedy was on its way,
To this beautiful land of the free known as the U.S.A.
As he soared above the White House and Old Glory he did see,
He thought of all the beauty, and tears came to his eyes.
He扫过 the skies, and then he thought I’ve got to shake this feeling.
It started off to be a normal day as the Eagle scanned the skies,
He thought of all the beauty, and tears came to his eyes.
The Eagle could not imagine that tragedy was on its way,
To this beautiful land of the free known as the U.S.A.
As he soared above the White House and Old Glory he did see,
He thought of all the beauty, and tears came to his eyes.
As he soared above the White House and Old Glory he did see,
He thought of all the beauty, and tears came to his eyes.
Again tears filled his eyes and he said, ‘Why did they pick me?’
For the symbol of this great country known as the land of the free.
As he soared above the White House and Old Glory he did see,
He thought of all the beauty, and tears came to his eyes.
As he soared above the White House and Old Glory he did see,
He thought of all the beauty, and tears came to his eyes.
The Eagle could not imagine that tragedy was on its way,
To this beautiful land of the free known as the U.S.A.
As he soared above the White House and Old Glory he did see,
He thought of all the beauty, and tears came to his eyes.
As he soared above the White House and Old Glory he did see,
He thought of all the beauty, and tears came to his eyes.
As he soared above the White House and Old Glory he did see,
He thought of all the beauty, and tears came to his eyes.

An open lane random survey

What is your dream vacation?

By KELLEY LANE
Staff writer
kelleyga@bellsouth.net

Mark Linley, fire department

“I’d say Germany because I’ve never been there.”

Sgt. Lashonda Parker

“My dream vacation would probably be Paris with my husband. It would be a nice vacation since we never had a honeymoon.”

Sgt. Zack King

“Home. My wife is in West Virginia while I’m here at school, so I’d go home to her.”

Letters to the editor
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Christmas corner:
Share ideas

By SANDY RIEBELING
Staff writer
sandyr@htimes.com

With warmer temperatures and spring flowers blooming, Christmas probably isn’t on anyone’s mind. But that’s the purpose of this column — to remind folks that a little preparation throughout the year can ease holiday stress and put a jingle in your step come December.

Even though it’s already March, if you haven’t started a Christmas club it’s not too late to start saving. It’s always best to tuck your money away in an account far, far out of your reach until the time is right. But if that’s too lofty a goal, or like many military families, you’re expecting to move this summer and want to keep the banking hassle down to a minimum, try the do-it-yourself at home banking.

Find an empty glass jar with a lid. A quart-size canning jar or a pickle or mayonnaise jar works well. Once thoroughly cleaned, place it in the lid of the jar, just big enough for folded dollar bills and coins to slip through, then glue the lid firmly on the jar. This becomes a one-way portable savings account. Some people consider the following measures to expedite the savings. One way, it makes savings a little safer because to get at the money, you have to break the jar, something that takes a little more thought and energy than just retrieving a bill from an envelope in your sock drawer.

For those who would rather shop throughout the year than save money and shop at Christmas time, Lea Ann Bryant, former active Army and career military wife, offered a few suggestions for holiday gift-giving.

“Because we’re always moving around, I like to shop for crafts at local shows,” Bryant said. “It’s a great way to find a gift with a little flavor of that part of the country or world. Ornaments are great gifts and keepsakes. We get the kids an ornament from each place we’re stationed. They have a separate tree. And when they grow up, they can take those ornaments with them to remind them of all the places we’ve been.”

The North East Alabama Craftsmen Association is having a craft show at the Von Braun Center this weekend, March 21-23. It’s one that Bryant recommends visiting.

Redstone’s Thrift Shop is also getting into the craft business. This may be an opportunity to make a little Christmas money as well as a place to shop for gifts.

“The Thrift Shop at Fort Benning (Ga.) has a wonderful craft area,” Isabel Boicourt, Thrift Shop manager, said. “We’re hoping to create something like that here.”

Boicourt wants to get the word out that crafters are welcome to display their goods at the Thrift Shop. Consignment fee is 15 percent. “We’ll put up a Christmas tree to display ornaments year-round if we have them to put on the tree,” she said.

Bryant also has a collection of framed art on one wall of her home with a picture from each place they’ve lived. Collecting books native to each duty station region was another suggestion, “to help you remember all great travel opportunities around the world. Ornaments or gift with a little flavor of that part of the country or world. For example, I have a few ornaments that we’ve been.”

To share your holiday gift-giving ideas or traditions in future columns, contact Sandy Riebeling at the Redstone Rocket via e-mail sandyr@htimes.com or fax 955-9138.

Central personnel data base created to control access

A national emergency resulting in an increased force protection level would mean most Redstone workers stay home and only those deemed key to accomplishing the mission would be allowed through the gates. The Garrison provided the following answers to questions that workers might have about this possibility.

**How do you get on an access roster?**

**Answer:** The Personnel Central Repository is the data base of essential personnel developed to control access to Redstone Arsenal during heightened alert, inclement weather, or emergency situations. Commanders and activity directors determine who needs to be declared installation closed-key essential, mission essential or weather emergency essential and placed on the access roster. The commanders and activity directors then have supervisors contact the individuals to make sure they understand how/if they are listed. Each organization has a point of contact to update the PCR mission essential listing. If your organization needs assistance with PCR, contact one of the following individuals: for tenant activities who do not have access to the Redstone domain, call the DOIM Help Desk at 876-2291; to establish an organizational point of contact, call Raymond Nabors at 313-5891; for assistance with PCR technical difficulties, send e-mail to pcr@redstone.army.mil.

**What happens when Redstone goes to Delta force protection level?**

**Answer:** We minimize the number of access control points (gates) to Gates 1, 7 and 9. Other gates are opened by exception. Only personnel coded as key and Essential or Mission Essential will be allowed access. One hundred percent of vehicles will be inspected at all gates. All vehicles on the installation will be identified with an owner with a valid authority to be on the installation. All college classes, seminars, special events, and all unnecessary/nonessential activities will be suspended. Security at selected sites around the installation will be increased.

**What happens after the Delta alert?**

**Answer:** Implementation of FPCON Delta normally occurs for only a limited time period over specific, localized areas. Threat assessments will be used to determine future FPCON posture. The Provost Marshal Office will initiate additional security measures to protect assets on Redstone Arsenal as needed.

**Who will come to work and who will stay home?**

**Answer:** At FPCON Delta, Key and Essential personnel will be expected to report to work at their normal start times. Mission Essential personnel will be directed to delay their arrival by several hours. All other federal government employees should consider themselves “on-call” and should remain home. If you do not know if you should come to work, contact your supervisor for guidance before coming to the Arsenal.

**How long will that go on?**

**Answer:** It is likely that FPCON Delta will only be implemented for a short time but there is no way to be certain exactly how long this will be. There are many possible contingencies that can occur that would change how long FPCON Delta would be in effect.

**What about contractors?**

**Answer:** Some contractors, by the nature of the work they do, are considered Installation Closed-Key Essential and should report for work at FPCON Delta. Each individual should ask their supervisor as to their status and what they should do at FPCON Delta.

**What about people with horses or cattle on post? What happens to the farmers?**

**Answer:** Some contractors, by the nature of the work they do, are considered Installation Closed-Key Essential and should report for work at FPCON Delta. Each individual should ask their supervisor as to their status and what they should do at FPCON Delta.

**What about carpools?**

**Answer:** Due to the increased number of vehicle inspections, carpools will minimize the number of vehicles and decrease the delay time at each gate. We are surveying carpool interest to determine if there is enough demand to establish High Occupancy Vehicle lanes and procedures. You can express your interest by writing to the Rocket with your ideas for carpools. Please consider the following measures to expedite the inspection process: Have the proper ID badge, state drivers license, vehicle registration and
Campaign coordinator preaches need for giving

Earl Johnson eyes goals for annual charity drive

By SKIP VAUGHN
Rocket editor
skip.vaughn@redstone.army.mil

Earl Johnson has a different view of the Tennessee Valley Combined Federal Campaign this year.

He’s seeing it from the inside as the CFC coordinator.


“It’s a great opportunity for me to personally touch many of the donors as well as the charities that make up the contributing and the charitable service that takes place as a result of the whole campaign,” said Johnson, pastor of Bethany Primitive Baptist Church in New Market.

“Understanding the many needs that are present, helping others has always been a passion of mine. I’ve been able to fill that void in my pastoring of a local Baptist church and through the ministries that we have but I see this as an additional opportunity to help persons that are in need.

“Jesus said to his disciples, ‘The poor that you will have with you always.’ He was making reference to the poor in spirit, the misfortunate, the downcast, the left out as well as the have-nots. With that in mind, federal employees through the CFC can have a major impact on persons who fit in those categories. And so it’s an honor for me to, on behalf of the commanding general, work with organizing a campaign that will be a part of meeting those needs.”

Johnson recognizes the challenge of succeeding Money as chairman of CFC’s Local Federal Coordinating Committee.

Last year’s campaign raised $1.849 million, exceeding the $1.6 million goal. The dates for this year’s drive haven’t been finalized. Johnson applied for the coordinator position and was appointed Feb. 18 by Col. John Smith, chief of staff of the Aviation and Missile Command, and Maj. Gen. Larry Dodgen, AMCOM commander and chairman of the annual campaign.

“I think he’s going to be a great leader for the CFC,” Linda Readus, secretary of the general staff/assistant chief of staff, said. “He comes with enthusiasm, he has great plans. I think he’s going to be a great, great follow-up to Gay Money. The program will not suffer, it will go forward. He seems to love people and he has a great passion for the community and that’s what it takes for that CFC position.

And he loves people.”

Johnson, 43, a native of Comer, Ala., who grew up in Columbus, Ga., has nearly 19 years of government service. He arrived at Redstone in 1984 as an Army Materiel Command intern contract specialist. He worked at the Acquisition Center until March 1991 when he went to the command’s TMDE Activity.

He ran track at Alabama A&M University in 1978-80 and graduated in 1982 with a bachelor’s degree in telecommunications. Johnson was a reporter/photographer with the NBC television affiliate in Columbus, channel 38 WLTZ, for a year. Then he took a job in retail management with Kroger. After training in Nashville, he was assigned to Kroger stores in Douglasville, Ga., and Roswell, Ga. He left to become a loan counselor with CIT Financial Services in Marietta. Four months later, in June 1984, he accepted the intern position at Redstone.

He received a bachelor’s in theology from American Baptist College in Nashville in 1997 and a master’s of divinity from Beeson Divinity School at Samford University in Birmingham in 2002. He was pastor of First Baptist Church in Bodenham, Tenn., for six years. He became pastor of Bethany Primitive Baptist Church two and a half years ago.

“Pastoring is my calling,” he said. “My ability to deal with people, and I think that is definitely the calling that God has in my life – to pastor people.”

Johnson and his wife, Linda, a teacher at Liberty Middle School in Madison, have a son, Christopher, 17, a junior at Sparkman High, and daughter, Brittanii, 13, a seventh-grader at Monrovia Middle. They reside in the Monrovia community.

His goals as CFC coordinator include “first, to encourage all persons within this campaign’s authority to share in meeting established needs that exist locally, nationally as well as abroad,” he said.

“The second thing that I would like to do is raise the awareness of the magnitude of CFC’s impact in the lives of persons yearly through the contributions. Then the third thing would be that we continue the legacy by exceeding again what has been raised in the past.”

The Combined Federal Campaign generated more than $241 million for charities nationally in 2002.

“It is the best opportunity that I know of that exists for persons to give to a local, national and world level without having to be concerned about their contributions getting to the charity that they want them to get to,” Johnson said. “The administrative cost of handling the monies has been less than 7 percent which ensures that almost all of the monies are going to the charities. United Way, serving as the principal campaign fund organizer, has done a great job across the years ensuring that the donors’ contributions reach the charity that they have selected.”

The Executive Group Realtors
Call Sandi - 256-852-9897

Digging communications

Breaking ground for the $30 million installation Information Infrastructure Modernization Program, a communications upgrade, are from left Gary Kinzer, First South Utility Company project engineer; Lt. Col. Joseph Brown, product manager for Defense Data Network; Huntsville Mayor Loretta Spencer; Col. Bob Devlin, garrison commander; Ed Eldridge, vice president of government integration solutions, Lucent Technologies; and Terry Yancey, director of information management for the Garrison.
A Retirement Lifestyle Built For You, By People Like You.

It started with a vision to create a rewarding and secure retirement lifestyle for retired military, including all ranks, enlisted and officers and their spouses. ★ With the commitment of some of the country’s leading experts in senior living, local business and military supporters, and a group of forward-thinking seniors who wanted the best in retirement living, this vision is becoming a reality. ★ Over a year in the making, Redstone Village is now under construction on a scenic, hilltop setting in beautiful Huntsville with nearby access to Redstone Arsenal. When completed, the community will feature spacious, maintenance-free one-, two- and three-bedroom cottage, apartment and patio homes, each with a complete package of services and amenities. ★ Plus, as a Life Care retirement community, Redstone Village offers a 90% refundable entrance fee and full continuum of care on campus, if ever needed, for complete security and estate protection. ★ To learn more about this exciting retirement lifestyle and exclusive Construction Benefits available to you right now, call toll-free 866-881-6717. ★ Redstone Village. Built for you, by people like you.

Construction Update

REDSSTONE VILLAGE IS STARTING TO TAKE SHAPE.

Construction is under way at the future site of Redstone Village. Crews begin work on the underground parking garage, sewer installation, and rubble removal.
Chili cookoff heats up Firehouse Pub

Inaugural event has spicy fare

By KELLEY LANE
Staff writer
kelleyqa@bellsouth.net

Variety is said to be the spice of life. Throw in beans, meat and a few secret ingredients and you’ve got one of the spiciest creations known to man — chili. The recipes and variations were enough to make the mouth and eyes water as Redstone held its first Chili Cookoff sponsored by Morale, Welfare and Recreation.

Seven teams representing various organizations on post competed in the all-day event March 12 for three trophies, a king’s ransom in MWR dollars and bragging rights until the event is held again next year.

The weather could not have been better for the partially outdoor event that had some sweating and everyone smiling. Good natured banter floated back and forth across Firehouse Pub’s patio and parking lot where the entrants were set up cooking and predicting the outcome of the day’s event. Everyone predicted they would win, but no one went home unhap-

HOT COMBO— Dragon’s Breath team-mates George Knox, left, and Al Bell add last minute touches to their winning chili.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

THREE ALARM— Pyrochili Technicians team includes, from left, Terry Hollingsworth, Sandy Boyd and Joey Boyd.

As colorful as the recipes were the booths and presentations of each team. Fire and Emergency Services displayed a large collection of fireman-related items around their booth with a large bottle of antacid prominent. The Firehouse Pub’s booth reflected the inspiration for their recipe, a large statue of Jack Daniels himself. While Child and Youth Services’ A Pot and Four Women decided on a more traditional recipe, they threw plenty of spice into their march to the judges table for sampling. Maracas and noise makers heralded their procession across the crowded main room of the Firehouse Pub.

Charlie Company marched their offerings in with a smart “Present Chili,” ordered by Drill Sgt. Elizabeth Austin.

Five judges had made the rounds to each booth to talk to the teams before the official tasting began. Several generals’ wives had been drafted for the event.

Leslie Dodgen, Helen Bergantz and Tiri Holly. Also judging were SFC Jeffrey Cassell and Darrell Brewer from Garrison. “I volunteered for this. I heard about it at a meeting,” Dodgen said. “Anything involving eating,” she joked.

As colorful as the recipes were the booths and presentations of each team. Fire and Emergency Services displayed a large collection of fireman-related items around their booth with a large bottle of antacid prominent. The Firehouse Pub’s booth reflected the inspiration for their recipe, a large statue of Jack Daniels himself. While Child and Youth Services’ A Pot and Four Women decided on a more traditional recipe, they threw plenty of spice into their march to the judges table for sampling. Maracas and noise makers heralded their procession across the crowded main room of the Firehouse Pub.

Charlie Company marched their offerings in with a smart “Present Chili,” ordered by Drill Sgt. Elizabeth Austin.

Five judges had made the rounds to each booth to talk to the teams before the official tasting began. Several generals’ wives had been drafted for the event.

Leslie Dodgen, Helen Bergantz and Tiri Holly. Also judging were SFC Jeffrey Cassell and Darrell Brewer from Garrison. “I volunteered for this. I heard about it at a meeting,” Dodgen said. “Anything involving eating,” she joked.

See Chili on page 7
Volunteer cuts locks for donations to help Army Emergency Relief

By SANDY RIEBELING
Staff writer
sandy@htimes.com

Mickel Wilson sat in the kitchen at Army Community Service, a cup of hot coffee in hand. He pushed his hair away from his face and looked up at the clock above the door, waiting and wondering. It wouldn’t be long now. At precisely 9 a.m. he would know how much his long brown locks were worth. The waiting would be over and the cutting would begin.

“It’s all for a good cause,” Wilson said, with a smile on his face and not a twinge of regret in his voice. He’d made a deal and he was ready to live up to his end of the bargain.

Mary Breeden, ACS staffer, came in the kitchen cradling an Army Emergency Relief donation bowl filled with dollar bills, and Ann Owens, ACS financial readiness program manager, followed, snapping a huge pair of scissors open and shut. ACS volunteers and staff crowded in to see what the final tally was and who had donated the most.

“Me,” Owens said. “It’s got to be me and if it’s not, I’ll add more.” Wilson laughed, knowing from the first day he’d returned to volunteer at ACS just how much his long hair bothered her.

The amount came out to more than $100 with a few donations left to be collected and Owens, in fact, had captured the right to cut with a $20 donation.

Wilson needed a little help getting his hair put into a braid to prepare for the cut. When he first decided to cut his long hair, he knew he was going to donate it to Wigs for Kids, an organization that makes wigs for children out of human hair. A few days after he told everyone about his decision, Breeden suggested he turn it into a fund-raiser for Army Emergency Relief and let the highest bidder do the cutting.

“I knew Ann would pay almost anything to cut his hair,” she said. “So we put out a donation sheet and people started signing up. People agreed to donate what they signed up to but the one with the biggest contribution got to cut his hair.”

Sitting in the conference room, a little good-natured ribbing from the crowd watching, Owens draped a sheet around Wilson then took the scissors and lopped off the 11-inch braid, holding it triumphantly overhead for all to see.

“That was great,” Owens said, as she patted Wilson on the back. “We’re just so proud that he did this not for just one but two good causes. He’s such a good sport.”

Future cookoffs promise to be even larger than this one. Teamchilidotcom, whose four members went to Dragon’s Breath. In second was Tainted Delight, an entry from the Kitchen Bitch, the restaurants at Redstone. First place and 200 MWR dollars went to the three-member Pyrochili Technicians. All participants received a certificate for their efforts.

The event was pronounced a rousing success, opening the door for future chili cookoffs. “We’ll probably tie it in with Oktoberfest next year,” Brandie DeRemer of MWR said. “But I think it went very well.”

Many in attendance also took home T-shirts sold for $10 and $12 at the event featuring a chili pepper man holding a bowl high overhead with the slogan “Mild to Wild” in festive colors below. Future cookoffs promise to be even larger events as word spreads about a new tradition at Redstone.
Women workers continue pioneering the future

Team Redstone celebrates Women’s History Month

The Team Redstone Women’s History Program is March 27 at 1:30 p.m. in Bob Jones Auditorium. Madison Mayor Jan Wells is the scheduled speaker.

“Women Pioneering the Future,” theme for this year’s observance, incorporates both pioneering women from U.S. history, who led and won struggles for equality and civil rights, created and advanced educational and professional opportunities, and made great contributions to the arts, sciences and humanistic causes, and innovative women of today who further these efforts and continue to expand the frontiers of possibility for generations to come.

Here are some firsts from Redstone history:

- December 1943 — The first members of the Women’s Army Corps arrived at Huntsville Arsenal for administrative duty. Three months later, 2nd Lt. Eleanor B. Wilson became the first WAC to be assigned to Redstone Arsenal, where she assisted in Signal Corps work.
- January 1956 — Main Honour, a math major at Auburn University, was the first woman to be accepted into Redstone Arsenal’s Cooperative Training Program for college students majoring in science and engineering. The other 96 students in the program at that time were men.
- July 31, 1970 — Edith Gibbs, the first woman employee of MICOM to be honored with the Exceptional Civilian Service Award, retired from the Missile Command after 28 years of federal service. Chief of the Systems and Programming Division of the Management Information Systems Directorate and the highest-ranking female civilian employee at Redstone Arsenal (GS-15), Gibbs was one of the Army’s foremost authorities in the field of automatic data processing and computer technology. Maj. Gen. Edwin Donley, the MICOM commander, presented her with the command’s highest honor at her retirement ceremony.
- Nov. 20, 1987 — The first Redstone Arsenal facility to be memorialized for a woman was dedicated. The Post Gym was renamed Pagano Gym in honor of Capt. Barbara Pagano, a former commander of the 95th Maintenance Company who died of cancer. A sports enthusiast, Pagano won several championships in racquetball and competed in rifle and pistol meets.
- June 15, 2000 — Lt. Col. Joan Campanaro became the first woman, as well as the first nurse, to head Fox Army Health Center. She had formerly served as the center’s deputy commander of patient services.

Luncheon speaker

Lee Marshall, morning news anchor for WAFF-TV 48, speaks during the annual Mini-Professional Development Institute, March 5-6 at Bob Jones Auditorium, sponsored by Redstone Huntsville Chapter of the American Society of Military Comptrollers. About 300 ASMC members and guests attended.
Military, civilian police put service first

Police

officers have been involved in an ongoing provide VIP security and access control.

The officers did a great job.” Scofield said. Basically it’s a metal spike strip put on the road to stop vehicles. The spikes are actually hollow tubes with solid pointed tips. The tip pushes through the rubber tire inserting the hollow metal tube which breaks off of the strip and stays in the tire. The tips break off the tube inside the tire, allowing a controlled release of air.

“It flattened four tires within a quarter mile on a test vehicle,” Scofield said.

Although there are new programs, new initiatives and special assignments, like assisting local police with the upcoming air show at the Huntsville airport, the basics of prevent, protect and serve are covered daily on the Arsenal by a staff of about 50 operational officers including bike patrols and K-9 teams, split almost evenly between military and civilian officers.

“We do the routine,” Riley said. “Speed and traffic enforcement, patrolling specified areas, money escorts, responding to incidents or accidents.”

For Charles, 24, an MP at Redstone for about four and a half years, some of the worst times were responding to domestic violence calls. “I don’t understand how people can hurt each other like that. It doesn’t make sense to me,” he said. “But the very worst calls — those were responding to deceased soldiers in the barracks. I remember the name, rank and unit of all three calls I got. It’s been about two years since the last one but it’s still tough. That’s something you don’t ever forget.”

As Charles prepares for his next assignment in Korea, he tempers those bad memories with some of his favorites.

“I loved playing McGruff the Crime Dog for the kids at the block party,” Charles said. “It was a lot of fun spending the day with them.”

The PMO will sponsor a bike rodeo at this year’s block party next month. Officers will demonstrate bicycle safety, fingerprint children, register bikes on post and provide K-9 demonstrations.

■ Alert level would mean full inspections at gates

Access

insurance readily available; open all exterior and interior compartments upon request (hoods, trunks, doors, glove box, center consoles or any other areas); and remove all unnecessary items from vehicle (bags, suitcases, coolers, etc.).

Why is this all necessary?

Answer: The decision to implement a particular FPCON is a command decision based on an assessment of the threat, vulnerability of personnel or facilities, criticality of personnel or facilities, availability of security resources, impact on operations and morale, damage control considerations, and the potential for U.S. government actions to trigger a threat response. Additionally, FPCON increase may be directed by higher headquarters in response to an overall general increase in national or regional threat or intelligence information.

How will I know if the installation has gone to Delta force protection level?

Answer: Announcements will be provided to local media, will be put on the Team Redstone internet website and AMC intranet website, and will be recorded on the Information Hotline – 955-8445.

MWR On-Line Contests

March 19-May 31, 2003

Log on to www.redstonemwr.com and register to win an incredible Golf or Overnighter Package for two from Redstone MWR and Gaylord Opryland™ Hotel in beautiful Nashville, Tennessee!

Golf Package (valued at $825) includes:

• One night’s room accommodations for two.
• Two Rounds of Golf (18 holes) at the Spring House Golf Club.
• Two Gaylord Opryland™ VIP Coupon Books.
• Winner also receives one year of paid Advance Greens Fees at the Redstone Golf Course.

Overnighter Package (valued at $404) includes:

• One night’s room accommodations for two.
• Two tickets for breakfast at Rachel’s or the Cascade Restaurant.
• Two tickets for a ride on the hotel’s Delta River Flatboat.
• Two Gaylord Opryland™ VIP Coupon Books.
• Winner also receives one year paid membership at the Redstone Officers’ & Civilians’ Club.

Entry deadline is May 31, 2003
Creating Our Future...

“Delivering Technology Today - Developing Technologies for Tomorrow”

Technological Excellence in Aviation, Missiles and Space (TEAMS) Week

8-12 April
Von Braun Center of Huntsville, Alabama
www.hats.org/teams

• Obtain a Vision of the technologies that will find tomorrows innovations in aerospace and defense systems.

• Learn about how industry, universities and government agencies team together for success.

• See science and technology come to life.

For Information and Sponsorship registration call (256) 882-1234
www.teamsweek.org
Below Are Participating Sponsors

• MEVATEC • CST • SAIC • Colsa • Beacon & Nalley • Cypress • Fountain, Parker, Harbarger & Assoc.
• The Huntsville Times • Northrop Grumman • TBE • Teledyne Solutions, Inc. • Jacobs Sverdrup

Your customers, competition and community leaders will be there ... will you?

• Mevatec • SAIC • CST Systems • Westar Corporation • Cypress International
• Bechtel • The Huntsville Times • TRW • Teledyne Brown Engineering
Military children have their month in April

**Annual observance focuses on families**

By SKIP VAUGHN
Rocket editor
skip.vaughn@redstone.army.mil

Military children are dealing with more stress these days. Besides the mobile lifestyle, many have to cope with loved ones being deployed in harm’s way.

That adds significance to April’s observance of the Month of the Military Child.

“I think it shows the Army’s commitment to the well-being and concern for our children,” Shellie McDonald, training and curriculum specialist with the Child Development Center and coordinator for the observance, said. “And especially this year I think it’s going to help to provide a sense of stability and security for the times that we are facing.”

This year’s theme is, “Children are the Hope of Our World.”

Child and Youth Services sponsors events throughout the month. The kickoff parade is April 1 at 10 a.m. at the Child Development Center. Col. Bob Devlin, garrison commander, and children from the center and Family Child Care are to cut the ceremonial ribbon. Including hourly care, military children comprise about 100 of the 175 children at the center each day.

“The Month of the Military Child is a time to focus on the needs of children and families and how to better meet their needs,” McDonald said. “Especially for this year, our focus will be somewhat different because of the troubled times our children are living in.”

Events include “Bag-o-art.” April 2, in which children will decorate grocery bags from the Commissary. April 7 will bring Candid Camera Day for parents and children at all CDC activity centers. Olympic Day is April 11 at 10 a.m. at the soccer field at the corner of Goss and Hughes roads. April 17 brings “Splash and Fun Day” at ChildWise, building 1413. Trike Day, where children ride their tricycles (helmet required), is April 18 at 10 a.m. at the Child Development Center. An Easter egg hunt is April 19 at 11 a.m. at the Youth Center. April 21 is Art Day. A puppet show for SCAN, or Stop Child Abuse and Neglect, is 9:30 a.m. April 25 at the Child Development Center.

The Block Party is 1-4 p.m. April 26 at the Youth Center. Literacy Day is April 28 at all Child and Youth Services programs. Western Roundup Day is April 30 at 11:45 a.m. at the Child Development Center.

Other activities are planned during the month. For more information, call McDonald at 876-7952.

**More than 300 workers moving to new system**

**Project** continued from page 1

and a minimum of 2 percent for subsequent years. Employees who are not at the top of the pay band will get this increase added to their high three for retirement purposes. Employees who are at the top of the band and cannot receive a salary increase will have their CRI added to their Contribution Award.

- Contribution Awards — Employees will share a pool of CA dollars guaranteed to be a minimum of 1.5 percent of the aggregate salary of the entire pay pool for the first year and a minimum of 1 percent for subsequent years.
- Advancement through the pay bands without competition— A GS-12 step 1 employee could advance from the bottom of the band all the way to the top of the band (GS-13 step 10) without competing.
- Employees who are at the GS-12 step 10 or GS-14 step 10 level would no longer have their pay capped since they too can advance to the top of the band without competing.
- Protection for employees on temporary promotion — Employees will be changed to lower grade for the conversion and immediately re-promoted to the higher grade.
- No loss in rights to grieve or appeal.
- Fairness and equity in the Pay Pool Panel process.
- Salary for promotions can be set from 6 to 20 percent.

After March 23, the work will not end, according to Conner. “We still have training planned in April for employees who did not attend the January sessions, and in June, we are conducting training for Data Maintainers and Pay Pool Panels, as well as a Mock Pay Pool Panel to familiarize ourselves on how the process should work, before we do the actual ratings in October,” she said.

Visit the AcqDemo web site on the AMCOM home page to see copies of the pay pool structures and local policies.

---

**Suburban**

256.830.2500

- Deposit waived w/Military ID
- Utilities Included
- No Lease
- Free Local Calls
- Fitness Room
LOOK WHAT $3000 TRADE OR CASH WILL BUY YOU!

**Tough Trucks Month**

4x2’s, 4x4’s, Regular Cabs, Extended Cabs, TRD Packages and more! Over 80 to choose!

TAKE $500 OFF THE INVOICE PRICE AND YOU KEEP THE REBATE!

**MITSUBISHI’S BIGGER BETTER ZERO EVENT**

THE BEST ZERO DEAL IN THE INDUSTRY JUST GOT BETTER

NO PAYMENTS ‘TIL 2004*
NO PAYING INTEREST
NO MAKING DOWN PAYMENTS
PLUS NOW GET $500 CASH FOR A LIMITED TIME**

**For no payments until 2004 program, first monthly payment due 300 days after date of contract signing. Program available through Mitsubishi Motors Credit special retail plan, subject to approved credit and insurance. Some customers will not qualify. Vehicle prices, terms and availability may vary. Actual price set by retailer. May not be combined with other offers. Excludes 2003 Lancer Evolution and 2004 Endeavor. **Negotiate your best deal and get $500 cash back from Mitsubishi Motors. Not all others are extend past dealer’s special retail plan.**

**BMWrei**

SALES HOURS: MONDAY-SATURDAY 8:30AM-7PM 866-316-5564

All offers are subject to credit approval. Prices plus tax, tag and title. *0% APR, 36 month term available on select models with approved credit. **Program available through Mitsubishi Motors Credit special retail plan, subject to approved credit and insurance. Some customers will not qualify. Vehicle prices, terms and availability may vary. Actual price set by retailer. May not be combined with other offers. Excludes 2003 Lancer Evolution and 2004 Endeavor. **Negotiate your best deal and get $500 cash back from Mitsubishi Motors. Not all others are extend past dealer’s special retail plan.**
Prototype facility brings new approach to contracting

Small business opportunities increase with partnerships

By JIM BOWNE
For the Rocket

In today's volatile environment, program managers continually face the challenges that are associated with acquisition planning, implementation and execution of the rapid development and deployment of weapon systems.

Shrinking budgets, reduced resources, and increased operational performance requirements force the Department of Defense acquisition community to continue evolving just to keep pace with the ever-changing environment. Compounding this growing challenge is the Army's transformation to a lighter, more flexible, and more rapidly deployable force.

According to Devin Whitaker, the Aviation and Missile Research Development and Engineering Center went on the offensive to meet the challenges. "In FY '00, the AMRDEC researched potential non-traditional acquisition alternatives to combat the emerging requirement to get weapon systems capability to the warfighter in less time, at less cost, and with reduced risk," he said. Whitaker is the business and financial manager of AMRDEC's Prototyping Integration Facility.

This proactive stance led the AMRDEC Engineering Directorate's leadership to assess the feasibility of combining existing electronic design and analysis, mechanical and electrical prototyping, platform integration, and rapid response capabilities under one organizational element. Because of AMRDEC's strategic focus, the AMRDEC's Dr. Larry O. Daniel Prototype Integration Facility was officially dedicated and chartered for operations July 22, 2002.

The PIF is a government-owned, government-operated facility/concept concentrated on meeting the rapid acquisition, and Disadvantaged Business Utilization worked closely with local small businesses, preferred vendors, subcontractors and Original Equipment Manufacturers.

and capabilities, on June 17, 2002, the Acquisition Center awarded a 10-year, $1.1 billion contract to Joint Venture Yulista Science and Engineering Services Inc. The contract, known as JVYS, is to offer virtually unlimited programmatic flexibility and embracedefinition and Prototyping contract has created an environment that enhances partnering relationships in the small business community. Redstone's Office of Small Business and Disadvantaged Business Utilization worked closely with senior leaders from the Aviation and Missile Command, the Research and Development Center, program executive offices, and the Contracting and Acquisition Center, establishing the proper contractual instrument.

The end state vision, focusing directly on Redstone's multiple missions, provides industry opportunities for bringing together the best talent and expertise to rapidly accomplish important weapons systems and technology requirements. Commitment to mission, industry participation, and the small business community, is being realized through this contract.

"The PIF has successfully exceeded expectations for getting the job done, on time, and with reasonable costs," Mit Merritt, chief of OSADBU, said. "It is clearly a viable model for future government and industry partnerships."

Acquisition Reform Initiatives offer the acquisition community greater flexibility to assemble the proper infrastructure and partnering relationships to field technologically superior warfighting capability. The PIF provides a results-oriented, government-in-house capability, and low risk solution to the material developer that focuses on providing the best value solution to the warfighter, and ultimately, to the taxpayer.

"Every organization has a desire to be successful, and the PIF's vision, mission, and customer focus is taken very seriously by the PIF leadership," Whitaker said. "The old adage that 'nothing breeds success like success' is a key performance metric of the PIF. The key to the longevity of any organization or business entity is the ability to create and maintain trust, instill integrity into the process, and deliver to the customer's satisfaction. I believe the PIF is doing just that."

During the first 120 days following award of the PIF RAP contract, the organization experienced a substantial 616 percent growth over FY '01 business base, and continues to steadily increase. One of the primary goals of AMCOM leadership, in conjunction with the PIF, is to offer partnering opportunities that retain Army funding in the Huntsville and Redstone Arsenal community.

"The PIF has been very successful in leveraging the local capabilities within the small and small disadvantaged business community," Whitaker said. "Even though every dollar obligated in support of the PIF mission moves AMCOM closer to meeting or exceeding their goal for small and disadvantaged businesses, about 89 percent of current PIF RAP contract obligations have remained with small business, with 11 percent required to acquire the services of Original Equipment Manufacturers and/or weapon system prime contractors."

The PIF organizational structure and PIF RAP contractual vehicle offer virtually unlimited programmatic flexibility and embrace acquisition streamlining and acquisition reform methodology. The PIF RAP contract is a rapid response contract vehicle that gets hardware, software and new technology into the warfighter's hands. The PIF organizational and operational concept offers program and project managers choices when developing weapons systems acquisition strategies.

The PIF RAP contract includes maximum flexibility to assemble the proper partnering relationships with industry to meet cost, schedule and performance attributes of weapon system requirements.

"This type of government and industry partnership facilitates an environment that embraces the entrepreneurial spirit of small business firms," Merritt said. "Industry, and specifically the small business community, will continue to play an integral role in this process."
CORPORUS CHRISTI ARMY DEPOT, Texas — What is it? It is the latest and newest engine for the Chinook, CH-47D and the MH-47D Special Operations aircraft which is in the Middle East. The engine is manufactured by Honeywell Corporation and is capable of delivering 5,000 shaft horsepower.

The first training class for the T55-GA-714A engine at Corpus Christi was conducted Feb. 10-14. The course familiarizes engine technicians on the 714A engine and its Full Authority Digital Electronic Control and the Digital Electronic Control Unit. The FADEC system is an electrical system that controls all functions required for proper and complete control of the 714A engine. The DECU receives signals for engine sensors, and computes control commands for fuel scheduling, air bleed control, engine accessory activation, cockpit information, and signals to the other engines DECU. The DECU handles two independent electronic channels referred as to “Primary” and “Reversionary.” Under normal engine operation the engine is in the Primary channel. In the event a critical engine fault is detected, the system is designed to switch to the Reversionary channel. The Reversionary channel may also be selected by the pilot via a cockpit switch.

The T55-GA-714A engine in most cases will be workloaded into Corpus Christi as an overhaul program, thus meeting the high engine demand from the customer — the soldier. Currently the Aviation and Missile Command and Corpus Christi are conducting procedure and component verification on 714A technical packages. The verification will help establish pilot overhaul. The pilot overhaul will establish overhaul capability within Corpus Christi.

Leading the team effort from AMCOM are Steve Kirkpatrick, Beverly Reed, Gary Huenink, Mel Anderson (contractor AE) and Tom Bennett.

Leading the Corpus Christi effort are Art Gomez (business office), Monty Montalvo, Rudy Kintana (engine support section), Jimmy Rorriguez (engine mechanic), Albert Litchenburger (preshop analysis) Tom Diaz DeLeon (training branch), Rey Rameriz (tooling branch), Wesley Cass (AMCOM Corpus Christi) and Fernando Gomez (engine division).
Deployed tactical vehicles get satellite technology

By BOB WHISTINE
Army Materiel Command

CAMP ARIFJAN, Kuwait — The Army’s new Movement Tracking System is the keystone to bringing logistics into the digitized battlefield of the 21st century.

The Army Materiel Command’s wheeled vehicles, which were recently transferred to the war fighter here, are receiving the new satellite technology. The new system provides the communications and tracking necessary for tactical wheeled vehicles and other select Combat Service Support assets in country.

“MTS will help get logistics faster to where it needs to be to support the soldiers,” said Robert Straub, deputy, APM Movement Tracking System for Program Manager Logistics Information Systems. “The system has even been credited with saving two soldiers at the National Training Center in California in 2001.”

A vast improvement over old line-of-sight communications, MTS offers numerous tactical advantages, according to Straub. For example, if a unit expecting supplies has moved or it is determined that another unit has a more urgent requirement for those supplies; a convoy can be sent an e-mail re-routing it to where it needs to be.

“If I have two installers working on a HMMWV, it normally takes less than an hour to install the system. Our goal is to place 1,500 systems. Larger vehicles take more time because the cable routing and equipment placement is more difficult and they require more drilling through heavier metal than on HMMWVs,” Straub said.

Movement Tracking System provides the capability to identify position, track progress and communicate with the operators. Through the use of positioning and commercial communication satellites, MTS provides the means for transportation movement control and Combat Support/Combat Service Support operations sections to exercise assured positive control of assets anywhere in the theater.

The compact computer screen in a vehicle displays a “rolling map” that lets operators know exactly where they are at all times.

A recent test of the system demonstrated how quickly a commander could get in touch with his or her convoys. A transmission from Germany to the Texas took less than ten seconds to complete.

The new system provides the communication, positioning and tracking necessary for tactical wheeled vehicles and other select Combat Service Support assets in country.

“The system has even been credited with saving two soldiers at the National Training Center in California in 2001.” Straub said.

A vast improvement over old line-of-sight communications, MTS offers numerous tactical advantages, according to Straub. For example, if a unit expecting supplies has moved or it is determined that another unit has a more urgent requirement for those supplies; a convoy can be sent an e-mail re-routing it to where it needs to be.

“If I have two installers working on a HMMWV, it normally takes less than an hour to install the system. Our goal is to place 1,500 systems. Larger vehicles take more time because the cable routing and equipment placement is more difficult and they require more drilling through heavier metal than on HMMWVs,” Straub said.

Movement Tracking System provides the capability to identify position, track progress and communicate with the operators. Through the use of positioning and commercial communication satellites, MTS provides the means for transportation movement control and Combat Support/Combat Service Support operations sections to exercise assured positive control of assets anywhere in the theater.

The compact computer screen in a vehicle displays a “rolling map” that lets operators know exactly where they are at all times.

A recent test of the system demonstrated how quickly a commander could get in touch with his or her convoys. A transmission from Germany to the Texas took less than ten seconds to complete.

101st Airborne soldiers land in Kuwait

NEW HARDWARE— SSgt. Joseph Kern of HHD, 3rd Forward Support Battalion, 3rd Infantry Division in northern Kuwait, attaches the satellite receiving system on a HMMWV.
Engineer director wants to ensure quality products

Research center’s Phil Hodges moves up from deputy position

By EVETTE BROOKS
For the Rocket

Phil Hodges is the new director of the Engineering Directorate at Research Development and Engineering Center.

He received a bachelor’s degree in engineering from Auburn University in 1971 and began his career in the private sector working in the chemical, metal and electronics industries.

In 1981 he joined MICOM in the System Engineering and Product Directorate of RDEC, thus beginning what has been a 22-year government career. During his early years, he worked on every missile program MCMOC managed, traveling extensively both in country and abroad.

In 1988 Hodges became chief of the Product Engineering Division. During his tenure, ATCOM and MICOM merged to become AMCOM. Hodges was heavily involved in the merger of the two commands as several ATCOM employees joined the organization.

Hodges became deputy director of the Engineering Directorate in 2000. The Engineering Directorate was formed when System Engineering and Production Directorate, Product Assurance Directorate and AMCOM Test Function merged in 1999. He served as deputy director for three years and was heavily involved in the planning and execution of the organization’s mission.

Throughout his government career Hodges has enjoyed his work experiences as well as the diversity he encountered. Because of the opportunity to work on many missile and aviation weapon systems, he has had the opportunity to both see and experience various types of state of the art technology. Never having a boring moment and loving to stay busy, Hodges has been fortunate to work with a tremendous work force of very professional and experienced people.

“The Engineering Directorate is a healthy organization with a tremendous customer base. We support between 30 to 35 different aviation and missile products and project offices,” he said. Based on current events and demands, emphasis will be placed on vastly improving the quality of the products.

Hodges views the organization as a service organization whose primary mission is to ensure success of the project offices it supports.

“There are many challenges on the quality front with some of our major customers and we fully expect and intend to overcome challenges with whatever resources are required,” he said.

He and his wife, Carolyn, have a son, Chris, who works in the Aviation Engineering Directorate; daughter-in-law Brooke, grandson Jack; a daughter, Angie, an elementary school teacher; son-in-law Jerre Glover and grandson Ben.

Very family oriented, Hodges places a lot of value on quality family time, and said his religious faith is top priority. He attends the First Baptist Church of Decatur.

Stars and Stripes relays messages to troops

SPECIAL TO THE AMERICAN FORCES PRESS SERVICE

WASHINGTON — U.S. troops deployed to the Persian Gulf region and other overseas locations can now receive personal messages from family members, friends, neighbors, colleagues and supporters via the pages of Stars and Stripes.

“Messages of Support,” a daily section which debuted March 17, gives family and friends of deployed servicemembers a chance to pass their greetings, words of encouragement and announcements free of charge.

“In the past few weeks, we’ve received a significant number of e-mail messages from spouses, parents, friends and others trying to get in contact with their loved ones serving in the Persian Gulf region. Running messages from folks on the home front seemed like a natural extension of our mission,” Stars and Stripes publisher Thomas Kelsch said.

“Messages of Support” can be e-mailed to Stars and Stripes 24 hours a day at messages@estripes.com, are limited to 50 words or less and will be printed on a first-come, first-run basis. Stars and Stripes reserves the right to screen and edit all messages and to omit any determined inappropriate.

Stars and Stripes is the editorially independent, Defense Department-authorized daily newspaper distributed overseas for the U.S. military community. It provides commercially available U.S. and world news and objective, staff-produced stories needed. Monday through Friday and more.

Cost Effective: Our fees are usually within the “usual and customary” fee structure for insurance purposes. Our modern, well-equipped office offers in-house X-ray, Therapy, Treatment and Insurance Billing. Even the un-insured appreciate our fees.

How to make Contact: Phone 650-0051 for a conference to discuss your condition, and/or go to: www.corfmanchiropractic.com for full details.

ATTENTION REDSTONE EMPLOYEES:

You should know that BCBS Federal Insurance and Mail Handlers, First Health, Aetna, PEEHIP, PHCS and most other Insurances DO cover our services here at Corfman Chiropractic. Likewise, Auto Insurance Cases and Workman’s Comp patients are treated at our office.

Location: We are located close to you near the intersection of Martin Road and Memorial Parkway in the Main Street Village Shopping Center. Hours: Convenient 8 to 5 and extended hours if needed. Monday through Friday and more.

EXPERIENCED: Dr. Corfman has had more than 30 years experience in Alabama and California, having treated more than 210,000 patient visits. And — Chiropractic Doctors are known as the Spine Specialists when it comes to avoiding surgery and over-medication. He is a Palmer College Grad. Ask around — many of your co-workers may already be patients here at Corfman Chiropractic.
Delta slows down 59th’s run to tournament

Devastating Dragons roll in regular season finale
By SKIP VAUGHN
Rocket editor
skip.vaughn@redstone.army.mil

Redstone’s version of March madness is under way at Pagoano Gym. The troop postseason basketball tournament opened Monday with nine unit-level teams competing in the double-elimination event. If everything goes as scheduled, the final may happen March 25.

Delta should be there.

The Devastating Dragons earned the top seed and a first round bye with a solid 61-46 win over HHC 59th on March 12, the last night of the regular season. Delta improved to a league best 17-1 and the 59th fell to 16-2.

“We knew coming in that it was going to be a real tough game,” Delta coach Cedric Tims said. “We knew if we slowed their fast pace down and make them work at our pace, we would win the game.”

Delta rebounded from a lackluster 46-44 win over Bravo-1 on March 6. “I think that gave (the 59th) more confidence, thinking we weren’t going to be prepared,” Tims said.

The Devastating Dragons had a good practice March 10 and were ready for the 59th. They controlled the game from the start and led 24-18 at halftime, preventing the 59th from running its effective fast break.

“Now we’re prepping ourselves for the post tournament,” Tims said. “And Delta Company’s on the right track right now.”

Delta’s Laquaine Bess finished with a game-high 28 points, including three 3-pointers. Laquaine Bess had 14 points and Sheldon Goldsmith added seven.

“We slowed 59th down,” said Hollis, a guard/forward. “They wanted to run. We knew we couldn’t run with them.”

“We play team ball,” guard Greg White said. “We work the ball around for the best shot, either outside or inside.”

Hollis, Goldsmith and point guard Keith Broughton helped set the tone, White said. “Basically it was just a team effort, everybody played together. And I think tonight we’ve proved that we’re the best team here.”

Delta, who lost in early February to the 59th, improved to a league best 17-1 and the 59th fell to 16-2.
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“We play team ball,” guard Greg White said. “We work the ball around for the best shot, either outside or inside.”

Hollis, Goldsmith and point guard Keith Broughton helped set the tone, White said. “Basically it was just a team effort, everybody played together. And I think tonight we’ve proved that we’re the best team here.”

Delta, who lost in early February to the NCO Academy, went 2-0 against the 59th in the regular season. The 59th, last year’s post runner-up to Bravo, won the preseason tournament.

“I believe we took care of the ball (against the 59th),” Broughton said. “We played unselfish ball. We made most of our shots. And second half, we just got hot and the game was over with. We didn’t slack up, played good defense. And defense was the key to winning the game.”

The Dragons got back quickly on defense, kept the 59th from moving the ball inside and did a good job of rebounding.
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“We knew coming in that it was going to be a real tough game,” Delta coach Cedric Tims said. “We knew if we slowed their fast pace down and make them work at our pace, we would win the game.”

Delta rebounded from a lackluster 46-44 win over Bravo-1 on March 6. “I think that gave (the 59th) more confidence, thinking we weren’t going to be prepared,” Tims said.

The Devastating Dragons had a good practice March 10 and were ready for the 59th. They controlled the game from the start and led 24-18 at halftime, preventing the 59th from running its effective fast break.

“Now we’re prepping ourselves for the post tournament,” Tims said. “And Delta Company’s on the right track right now.”

Delta’s Laquaine Bess finished with a game-high 28 points, including three 3-pointers. Laquaine Bess had 14 points and Sheldon Goldsmith added seven.

“We slowed 59th down,” said Hollis, a guard/forward. “They wanted to run. We knew we couldn’t run with them.”

“We play team ball,” guard Greg White said. “We work the ball around for the best shot, either outside or inside.”

Hollis, Goldsmith and point guard Keith Broughton helped set the tone, White said. “Basically it was just a team effort, everybody played together. And I think tonight we’ve proved that we’re the best team here.”

Delta, who lost in early February to the NCO Academy, went 2-0 against the 59th in the regular season. The 59th, last year’s post runner-up to Bravo, won the preseason tournament.

“I believe we took care of the ball (against the 59th),” Broughton said. “We played unselfish ball. We made most of our shots. And second half, we just got hot and the game was over with. We didn’t slack up, played good defense. And defense was the key to winning the game.”

The Dragons got back quickly on defense, kept the 59th from moving the ball inside and did a good job of rebounding.

Islanders rule volleyball court

The Islanders had their way against a short-handed 5 Alive team in the Redstone Arsenal Volleyball League.

Also known as team 2, the Islanders won 25-19, 25-20, 19-21 on March 12 at Redstone Fitness Center. They include shot maker Al Johnson and defensive players Alberta Parks, Tira Williams and Glen Sungho of the South Korean army.

Alexis Ashton provided winning serves.

Damian Cason with 14.5 and Delta’s Ho

Laevrmonde Watts scored 18 points and Detrick Bush had 14 but the 59th’s third offensive threat, Patrick Perry, finished with three. “All three of those guys are all-stars,” Hollis said. “But you stop those guys, you have a chance.”

“I guess (the Dragons) came out playing harder than we did,” 59th shooting guard Jermaine McGee said. “And we weren’t making all of our shots, weren’t making the ones that count.”


Final standings for the regular season had Delta (17-1), HHC 59th (16-2), Marines (12-7), AMCOM (11-8), NCO Academy (10-7), Bravo-1 (8-9), Headquarters & Alpha (7-11), Charlie (6-13), Bravo-2 (4-14) and Alpha 131st (2-15). Alpha 131st, the activated National Guard unit augmenting security, withdrew from the tournament because of work commitments.

Top scorers included the 59th’s Bush with 17.4 points per game, the Marines’ Damien Cason with 14.5 and Delta’s Hollis with 12.8.
Farewell reception
The Business Management Directorate, Integrated Materiel Management Center, honored its six retirees with a farewell reception Feb. 27. From left are Diane Davidson, Phyllis Henley, Sharron Horton, Eulylia Balentine, Deborah Vierdag and Richard Vierdag. Combined they represent more than 180 years of federal service.

Green Mountain Lawn Care
Landscaping    Fertilizing    Mowing • Mulch
Pruning & Edging    Seasonal Flowers    Aeration/Overseeding
Pager 512-2424
Arsenal Employees - 10% off
Free Estimates - 883-4211 - Phil Davis, owner - USA Retired

INDIAN CREEK COVE
Models Open Everyday!
• Monrovia Schools • All Brick • Trey Ceiling • Hardwood Foyer & Formal Dining Room • Pool & Clubhouse • Glamour Bath
• Builders Pays toward closing • Side Entry Garage/Door Opener • Sidewalks & Underground Utilities • Curbs & Gutters • MORE!
WOODED LOTS!
5th Phase Now Available
Ask about our 7 different locations Priced ‘80’s - ‘300’.
Shop Online
www.associatedbuildershsv.com
722-5559

New 2003 Buick Century
only $17,995
Cruise, Cass.

New 2003 Buick LeSabre
only $21,498

New 2003 Chev. Silverado Ex. Cab
only $18,995

$ Save Thousands $$ on Our Large Selection of Pre-Owned GM Factory Program Vehicles

2002 Buick Century
only $11,995
2002 Buick LeSabre only $15,995
2002 Chev. Cavalier only $8,995
2002 Chev. Malibu only $10,995
2002 Chev. Express Van 15 Passenger only $19,995
2002 Olds Alero V6 only $10,995
2002 Chev. Blazer 4x4 only $17,995
2002 Chev. Impala $14,995

Carriage CHEVROLET - BUICK
1223 Huntsville Hwy
Fayetteville, TN 37334
1-800-737-2552
(931) 433-2532
**In-line hockey**
The Redstone Arsenal Youth Sports In-Line Hockey League will begin play March 31 and is now registering. Play will be held on the RSA In-Line Hockey Rink, Outdoor Recreation, congregate area. A one-month registration fee is $35 per family per year if not already registered. A current physical and a copy of the child’s birth certificate are required for registration. For more information, call 876-3704 or 313-3699.

**Post softball coach**
Redstone seeks a men’s post softball team coach. Send your softball resume (history of experience) to the Director, Sports & Fitness; building 3474 (Pagano Gym), phone 876-6701.

**Hunting update**
As a direct result from the March 13 Hunting and Fishing Town Hall Meeting, a change in the upcoming turkey season has been implemented. Turkey season on Redstone Arsenal will be open the entire month of April. The change will be that civilian and contract personnel will be afforded the opportunity to hunt. Military personnel will have priority the first three weeks of the season. After noon each day, civilian and contract personnel may then register to hunt in areas that are available. The final week of the season will allow for all personnel to register for a hunting area without priority. An additional change in registration will require that military personnel bringing guests must identify their guests at Outdoor Recreation upon checking back in from their hunt. For more information regarding the newly established turkey quota and permit requirements call Outdoor Recreation, building 5129, 876-HUNT.

**Federal attorneys**
The North Alabama Chapter of the Federal Bar Association will present its first Personnel/Labor Law Symposium at the Four Points Sheraton Hotel, April 15. Speakers include Merit Systems Protection Board administrative judges, an Equal Employment Opportunity Commissioner, an Equal Employment Opportunity Judge, a former general counsel of the Federal Labor Relations Authority, an assistant U.S. attorney, and a labor relations specialist. Application for six hours of Alabama and Tennessee Continuing Legal Education credit has been made. Managers, employees, human resource professionals, union officials and attorneys are the focus audience. Topics include evolving issues in employment discrimination, Rehabilitation Act of 1973 update, Litigation before the MSPB and significant cases, and labor relations in the post partnership era. For more information, call 955-4521 or 895-1104.

**Joint electronic warfare**
The Navy will hold its 48th annual Joint Electronic Warfare Conference, May 6-8 at the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif. The conference is for U.S. government personnel only. For more information call Susan Hynds, Naval Air Weapons Division, (805) 989-4018 or Melody Dates (805) 989-7832.

**Test and evaluation days**
The Test and Evaluation Management Agency will sponsor its sixth Army T&E Days — “Building Test Capabilities for the Future: Supporting FCS, The Objective Force, and the Next Generation Army” — on June 3-5 at the South Hall of the Von Braun Center. Guest speakers invited include Claude Bolton Jr., ASA(ALT); Lt. Gen. John Caldwell Jr., MILDEP, ASA(ALT); Lt. Gen. Johnny Riggis, Dir., OFTJ; Walter Holli, DUSA(OR); Maj. Gen. Robert Armbruster, Cdr, ATEC; and Dr. Mike Andrews, DASA, R&T-Ch Scientist. An exposition will be held in conjunction with the conference, Government and industry organization are encouraged to participate in the exposition. Registration is $325 (form is on website) and is in TIP. For more information, call Michael McFalls 876-3462 or Sherry Hilley 842-6715. The web site is www.testevaldays.com.

**Native American club**
The Flying Eagles Club meets Thursdays at School Age Services, building 3400 on Gray Road. The club highlights Native American drumming and dancing. Participants also learn about Native American culture. Parents are invited to attend with their children. This activity is open to children of any active duty and retired military personnel, Guard, Reserve, DoD, Army, contractor and NASA dependents registered at Child and Youth Services. For more information, call the Youth Center 876-6955 afternoons Monday through Friday.

**Sergeants major**
The Sergeants Major Association will hold its monthly meeting Thursday from 6:30-7:30 in the morning at the Redstone Golf Club. For more information, call retired CSM Jean Rose 313-1659.

**Union meeting**
AFGE Local 1858 will hold its regular monthly membership meeting April 14 at 5 p.m. at the Union Office, building 3202. All employees are encouraged to attend. For more information, call 876-4880 or 881-7430.

**Officers association**
The Military Officers Association of America, formerly The Retired Officers Association, will hold its monthly luncheon meeting March 26 at 11 a.m. at the Officers and Civilians Club. Frank Wilkes, director of the Alabama Department of Veterans Affairs, is to discuss veterans’ benefits offered by Alabama and the responsibilities of his department. For more information, call Amiceto Bagley 852-7973.

**Parent advisory council**
The Parent Advisory Council will meet March 25 at 11 a.m. at the Challenger Activity Center on Weeden Mountain Road. Parents of children in Child Development Center and Child and Youth Services are invited. Participation points are awarded. For more information, call 3704/7952.

**Resource managers**
The American Society of Military Comptrollers will hold its monthly meeting April 11 at 11:30 a.m. at the Trinity Personnel Growth Center on Airport Road. Lt. Gen. James McCall, executive director, ASMC national headquarters, is scheduled speaker. For tickets — $9 members, $10 non-members — call Virginia Moore 955-6262, ext 165.

**Project management institute**
The North Alabama Chapter of the Project Management Institute will meet March 27 from 5:30-7 p.m. at ELMCO Inc., 6200 Technology Drive, building 1, Suite N. Rick Curns of Pinsol is to demonstrate how a project manager can make informed decisions using a web-based, project control hub. Refreshments and light snacks will be served. For reservations call Bill Kessinger 776-0026.

## Business scholarships

### Business scholarships

**Business scholarships**
The Redstone Arsenal Chapter, International Association of Administrative Professionals will present two $1,000 scholarships towards a high school and college student majoring in a business field. Merit awards may apply toward tuition, books and fees for undergraduate or graduate level studies. Deadline for applications is April 30. For more information or a scholarship application, call Patricia Motes 876-9317.

**Charitable organizations**
The Tennessee Valley Combined Federal Campaign is accepting applications from federal groups, charitable organizations or a combination thereof, for participation in the 2003 fundraising campaign. In accordance with Title 5, Federal Regulations, Part 950, an organization must have 501-c-3 status, proof of human health and welfare services, an annual audit/IRS 990 Form, and a board of directors. Application packages are accepted until April 7. Contributions to this fundraising campaign are received from federal employees, active military personnel, retired federal employees, and government contractor personnel from Madison, Morgan, Marshall, Limestone, Cullman and Lawrence counties as well as Lincoln County, Tenn. For more information or to obtain an application call Melinda Seigler, CFC director for Unified Way of Madison County, at 336-0745, ext.108 or the CFC office 876-9143. Local applications may also be downloaded from www.cfc.gov/cfc or picked up at the United Way of Madison County, 701 Andrew Jackson Way, Huntsville. E-mail inquiries may be made to: Melinda.Seigler@uwshv.org.

**Public affairs survey**
In an effort to improve the way the Garrison and Aviation and Missile Command’s Public Affairs Office does business, the office has developed an online Customer Satisfaction Survey. The online survey can be accessed on the web at the following sites: https://intranet2.redstone.army.mil/pub_affairs / or http://www.redstone.army.mil/pub_affairs

**Thrift shop donations**
The Thrift Shop is accepting written applications for donations. It can only accept requests from charitable organizations that have a federal tax exemption number. The deadline for requests is April 14. Please include your federal tax number and mail to Redstone Thrift Shop, Building 3209, Hercules Road, Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898.

**Thrift shop hours**
Effective April 1, the Thrift Shop hours will change to Wednesdays 9-5, Thursdays 9-4 and Fridays 9-4. The shop has consignment appointments Wednesdays and Thursdays 12:30-3 and walk-ins are 9-12:30 Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays. The shop accepts consignments on handmade crafted items. During March the shop is not accepting clothes except for children’s Easter dresses/suits. The shop is looking for volunteers. For more information, call 881-6992.

**Teams week**
Huntsville’s military, space and academic communities are gearing up for the third annual Technological Excellence in Aviation Missiles and Space week. TEAMS week, March 31 through April 3 at the Von Braun Center, will feature four concurrent conferences. This year’s theme is “Delivering Technology Today – Developing Technologies for Tomorrow.” The event is sponsored by the Huntsville Association of Technical Societies.

**Engineering scholarships**
Alabama-Mississippi Section of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics announces its 2003 Engineering Scholarship Program for high school seniors. For more information and applications call Victor Giuliano 721-2422, G. Alan Lowrey 544-7684 or Kevin Connell 782-5972.

**Master’s degrees**
Nova Southeastern University will hold an information meeting on its master of business administration program Thursday from 6-8 p.m. at Calhoun Hall.

---

*See Announcements on page 21*
Training opportunities

South Central Civilian Personnel Operations Center’s Training and Learning Center announces its third quarter regional training opportunities. The complete course announcement is available on its web site at http://cptrhp.belvoir.army.mil/sctr; scroll down and click on Training Information and then click on Training Opportunities-SC Region. A listing of all training available in the South Central Region will appear. Select the course you are interested in and you will have the complete course announcement, including enrollment procedures. You must contact the course manager for a payment authorization sheet to complete your registration. For more information, call Louise Olszewski 842-6540 or Marsha Samples 842-6543.

Economic summit


Union election

The election for officers of AFGE Local 1858 is April 14 from 6 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Union Office, building 3202. Eligibility to vote requires membership in good standing by March 31. The candidates include: for president, Billy Clemmons, Don Eiermann and Abner Merriweather; executive vice president, Lew Jeter and Homer Reynolds; secretary, Ethel Brandon and Ronald Johnson; treasurer, Mary Armstrong and Billy “Mack” Ennis; and SMDC vice president (professional), Frank Bowels and Jim Brothers. For more information call Ken Weihl, chairman of the election committee, 842-7268.

Military children’s month

Child and Youth Services will kick off the Month of the Military Child with a parade April 1 at 10 a.m. at the Child Development Center. For more information, call 876-7952 or 313-3701.

Photography contest

The Boys and Girls Clubs of Redstone Arsenal (RSA Youth Services) are joining a nationwide sweep to identify talented young artists. This contest is part of an initiative to encourage artistic skills, cultural enrichment and creativity in photography. Participants compete in four age divisions and five categories including color process, black and white process, alternative process, digital and photo essay. Regional winners will go to national competition sponsored by Boys and Girls Clubs of America. Deadline for entries is March 26. Call Sheryl or Miranda 955-8401 or 876-5437 for details.

Summer camp

Child and Youth Services will accept applications to the Summer Break Camp at the School Age Services (grades K-5) and Youth Services (grades 6-12). Programs will run from 7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. March 30 through April 30. Application forms and information are available. Registration costs $15 and a current immunization record must accompany registration. This is open to all children of military and military retirees, DoD/Army civilians, NASA, and DoD/Redstone contractors. For more information, call 876-3704 or 955-6309.
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# Army Position Vacancy Announcements

**Redstone Arsenal and Huntsville, Alabama Area**

## Announcements

### As of March 16, 2003

| DATE       | LOCATION       | S/SERIES | LEVEL | OPRD | FROM TO I | A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U |

The following Army announcements can be found on the web at www.cpo.sdmil.gov.

## WHO CAN APPLY CODE DEFINITIONS

(Not applicable for U.S. citizens are eligible to apply for Army positions)

1. **Army personnel**
2. **Non-Army personnel**
3. **Civilian personnel**
4. **Dependents of military personnel**
5. **Other**

## Additional Information

- The following positions may be filled by U.S. citizens or non-citizens who meet the qualifications.
- All applicants must submit a resume and a resume summary that includes their education, experience, and skills.
- More information can be found at the website www.redstone.army.mil.
Come Back & Get Toasted

Good only at Bob Wallace & University Dr. location

Get a $4 Toasty Trio
Includes choice of small sub, chips and drink
Exp 4/3/03
Please present coupon when ordering. One coupon per person, per visit. Not good with any other offer. Tax extra where applicable. Good at participating locations only. Not a cash substitute.

Get Toasted
Limited Time Only

Chicken Carbonara
Marinated All White Meat Chicken Strip’s • Mozzarella Cheese • Bacon • Mushrooms • Creamy Parmesan • Alfredo sauce w/Bacon Spices.

Signature Subs
BLACK ANGEL STEAK on Rosemary Parmesana Bread Small 4.49 Reg. 5.99 Large 7.99

CLASSIC ITALIAN Small 3.99 Reg. 4.99 Large 6.99

HONEY MUSTARD CHICKEN & SWISS WITH BACON Tender all-white-meat chicken strips, bacon, Swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato, red onion. Honey Mustard Dressing and spices. Served on Quino’s Italian Cibatta Bread Small 3.99 Reg. 4.99 Large 6.99

HONEY BACON CLUB Honey-cured ham, sliced turkey breast, hearty bacon, Swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato, red onion. Honey-Frueh Dressing and spicy. Small 3.99 Reg. 4.99 Large 6.99

SMOKED TURKEY on Rosemary Parmesana Bread Small 3.99 Reg. 5.49 Large 6.99

TURKEY RANCH & SWISS Sliced smoked turkey breast, Swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato, red onion, cool Ranch Dressing and spices.

Small 3.99 Reg. 4.99 Large 6.99

MESQUITE CHICKEN W/ BACON Tender all-white meat chicken strips with a smoky mesquite flavor topped with bacon, cheddar cheese, lettuce, tomato, red onion, cool Ranch Dressing and spices.

Small 3.99 Reg. 4.99 Large 6.99

SIERRA SMOKED TURKEY on Italian Ciabatta Bread Tender all-white meat turkey breast, lettuce, tomato, red onion, Deli Style Sauce and spices.

Small 3.99 Reg. 4.99 Large 6.99

TURKEY LITE Sliced turkey breast, lettuce, tomato, red onion, Quino’s Light Dressing and spices. Large 7.99

HONEY BOURBON CHICKEN Tender all-white meat chicken strips, lettuce, tomato, red onion, honey boured Mustard, Zesty Grill sauce and spices, served on wheat bread.

Small 3.99 Reg. 4.99 Large 6.99

Salads
Turkey Ranch & Swiss Salad 4.20

Honey Mustard Chicken Salad 4.20

Chicken Caesar Salad 4.20

Cesar Side Salad 1.59

Honey Mustard & Bacon 1.99

QUINZOS CHILI Old fashioned, thick and hearty with kidney beans, tomatoes, and lean beef in a mildly spicy sauce, bowl served with a honey butter polenta stick.

Cup 2.19

Cup W/Sub 1.60

Cup w/Sub & Drink 2.40

QUINZOS SIGNATURE SOUPS
Crispy Corn Chowder Cup 1.79

Crispy Broccoli Cheese Cup W/Sub 1.20

Crispy Pumpkin Soup Bowl 2.49

Crispy Parmesan Cheese Bowl W/Sub 1.99

For Restaurant Guide Advertising Info Call: 532-4310
For Restaurant Guide Editorial Info Call: 532-4422